“Where innovation becomes reality”

Connecting People Through Better
Hand Hygiene

ssential

essentialShield Mini

essentialShield Midi

essentialShield Promoter

essentialShield Robust

Our revolutionary range of essentialShield hand sanitiser
products are designed to enhance hand hygiene to the highest
level. The innovative automatic jetting system dispenses
consistent and regulated dosages of solution effortlessly
every time.
Saving user sanitising time, our touch-free

The efficiency of regulating solution dosage

dispensing system is complemented by
the unique both ‘top and bottom’ twin jet
delivery system that is more advanced than
anything else on the market. The system is
not like a standard hand pump or single jet
down dispenser within a redesigned casing,
it is a system that guarantees 360-degree
hand coverage, proven to promote safer
hand hygiene by reducing the transfer of
pathogens passed on by touch.

means tangible savings on the cost of
solution is significant and with minimum or
no maintenance required, an essentialShield
sanitising station literally means you only
have to refill with sanitiser when it alerts you*;
this has a huge impact on reducing time and
resources monitoring of existing sanitiser
stations and protocols. Our machines are
visible, appealing and designed to suit any
environment, from small independents to
large footfall businesses and organisations
that depend on quick and efficient access
for people.

Our essentialShield sanitiser stations range
typically have the capacity to dispense
from 5,250 (1lr) to 131,250 (25lr) doses
depending on your footfall requirements.

*On selected models
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Safe Dosing For All
The unique twin ‘top and bottom’ jetting system is ergonomically designed to allow easy access
for children and wheelchair users and benefits from ‘soft dosing’ technology which eliminates
splashing and wastage.

Revolutionary Dosing System
Our range of essentialShield sanitisation
stations all benefit from our unique
360-degree jet dosing technology,
which is unprecedented in sanitiser
dispensing equipment. All our machines
automatically dispense a precise and
consistent quantity of solution every
time. The ‘soft’ dispense ‘mist’ delivery
eliminates splashing and costly waste
of solution.

The high precision intelligence incorporated
into all our range of machines ensures that
all users receive the correct quantity of
sanitiser directly onto their hands every
time, guaranteeing maximum hygiene
protection and helping to keep you and
other people safe from hand transmitted
pathogens.

This leading-edge technology provides
precise doses of sanitiser with a minimal
maintenance requirement. All machines
come with simple refilling instructions, a
machine trouble shooting guide and a simple
service sheet to make sure your sanitiser
machine always performs to its optimum.
Our range of essentialShield sanitisation
stations perform at a level that is currently
unmatched by any other dispenser
available today.

Touchless Technology
Once our essentialShield sanitising units
have been installed and calibrated to
dispense your optimum dosage delivery
amount of sanitiser solution. The touchless
technology will empower the machine to
perform tirelessly, delivering precise dosage
delivery without any need for the operator
or user to touch the machine until it alerts
you that it needs a refill*.
*On selected models
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Promotional Genius
All our essentialShield machines can be
completely transformed when branded
to your specific requirements. Whether
you are purchasing a single or multiple
essentialShield machines the ending results
can be astonishing. A customised sanitiser
station that blends in with your décor,
corporate colours, or brand guidelines, will
seamlessly fit into any organisation’s unique
environment.

Customising

the exterior of an
essentialShield station, enables your
company, organisation, or sponsor to take
advantage of the focused attention the
sanitiser station will create. It will constantly
promote and endorse the brand it displays
every time it is used, looked at or passed by.
This can also assist in generating additional
advertising revenue for the operator, with
the potential of making each station selffunding or even a profit returning asset.
Your sanitiser station can be branded to
fit in with your or the sponsors preferred
graphics on specific areas of the machine
and we do offer a low cost dedicated design
service when you order your machine, on
request.

Our essentialShield Promoter comes with an
in-built quality HD monitor which offers
huge opportunities to harness guaranteed
‘eyes on’ advertising space. The monitor
can be used to generate additional revenue
from advertising endorsements potentially
making the sanitisation station self-funding
or even profit returning. Visitor information
or internal messaging can also easily be
uploaded with a few clicks by an operator
at a single control hub situated anywhere,
even off site.

Remote Access
The essentialShield Promoter includes
Wi-Fi hotspot detection, allowing
operational managers to view live status of
all their units across multiple sites through
their own personal online dashboard.

The freedom to manage essentialShield
sanitiser stations from any location enables
building facility managers working off site
with the ability to access key information
such as sanitiser solution level indicators;
this helps ensure maintenance staff can be
instructed to refill specific sanitiser stations
when it’s only necessary. As a failsafe,
operators also receive notifications when a
station sanitiser quantity falls below a preset level to help guarantee solution never
runs too low.

With the ability to monitor readily available
usage data on demand for multiple units
across different locations, managers can
facilitate control of sanitiser stock and
make informed decisions on the need for
additional systems as user numbers vary.
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Ultra-Hygienic
Our striking, easily visible, and efficient touch-free sanitiser stations are designed so that the
user never has to make physical contact with any part of the machine, promoting confidence,
while providing the maximum protection against the many hand transmitted infections, viruses
and bacteria that are known to be transferred by touch, including coronaviruses. All our
essentialShield range of stations are proven to be instrumental in the prevention of hand
transmitted pathogens. If anybody does make contact with a station you are safe in the knowledge
that it is coated with an antimicrobial powder coating giving 99.99% protection against bacteria,
viruses, biofilm, and mould over its entire lifetime.

Thermoscan Capability
The essentialShield Midi and essentialShield

The essentialShield Midi and essentialShield

Robust with tablet benefit from automated
mask identification and temperature check,
in addition to those features they can also
be programmed to perform face recognition
and to authorise door ‘lock and open’ access.

Robust with tablet technology helps
operators ensure all users comply with
Covid-19 regulations by reiterating
protocols like face covering, temperature
checks and access verification into buildings
if required.

By instantly detecting a user’s temperature
and identifying whether they are wearing
their face covering correctly, Thermoscan
and mask recognition technology eliminates
the need for internal personnel to monitor
footfall and enables the operator to comply
easily with local and national legislation.
The multi-protective functions which are inbuilt into essentialShield with Thermoscan
reduces the burden on personnel resources
and ensures proper hand hygiene and other
safety checks to all users that use the sanitiser
station. All instructions and information can
be performed by an administrator off site
if required.
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You control every feature
wherever you are at any time
Selected models in our essentialShield range
benefit from revolutionary Internet of
Things (IoT) technology with bespoke Wi-Fi
hotspot. Our essentialShield Promoter,
essentialShield Midi and essentialShield
Robust with Thermoscan technology
all enable instant uninterrupted access
to a station, allowing you to monitor
and manage all of their impressive
range of dedicated features from
any location ‘via’ desktop, tablet or
smart device.

Your Account
Log on to your account to access your
personal dashboard, a unique hub that
allows you to instantly connect to your
installed base of dispensers across
multiple sites.

Upload Media
Add and update media to be played on the

Statistics on Demand
With a real-time graphical representation
of the remaining level of product in your
system along with data on the number of
doses delivered and total running time, the
dashboard provides a wealth of information
that helps you to effectively manage sanitiser
stock from one central hub.

Never Run Empty
Never Run Empty, when the sanitiser
solution tank drops below a pre-defined
quantity, an orange alarm indicator light
turns on and notifies you when sanitiser
solution reaches a pre-determined level.

Total Control at your Fingertips
Use live usage and level data to make fine
adjustments to dosing quantity, allowing
you to ensure your sanitiser supply does not
run out before the next delivery arrives.

22” screen at any time, ensuring content
such as visitor information and promotions
remain current and relevant.
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Sanitiser Solution
We have a choice of both alcohol and
non-alcohol-based sanitiser solutions,
providing an instant pathogen kill effect
of up to 4 hours. Both our solutions have
been clinically tested to the highest UK
standards. Depending on your specific
health and safety or ethical requirements
our machines are designed to dispense the
most appropriate sanitiser solution for you.

Rechargeable Battery Operated
Stations with Transfer Kits
Operators looking for all the benefits
our essentialShield range can offer have
the option to relocate and move battery
powered stations around their facility with
ease. Choosing a rechargeable batterypowered option on selected models makes
the stations ideal for busy manufacturing
or warehouse floors, outdoor festivals,
sporting venues and events.

Thinking Environment
The majority of the essentialShield sanitiser
station range are designed for mains
power supply and don’t require batteries.
On the few machine options designed
specifically for areas where mains power is
not available, all our machines are powered
by rechargeable batteries and come
with a spare and charger, removing the
environmental impact of single use after-life
battery disposal.
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Sectors
Education
Ensuring all staff and students are correctly hand sanitised and fever checked efficiently when
entering and then moving around a building is made simple and ‘hassle free’ when essentialShield
sanitisation stations are installed. Our clinically tested alcohol-free sanitiser solution has a
minimum 4 hour effective pathogen kill time which minimises fire hazards and any cultural
objections associated with alcohol-based sanitisation solutions.

Supermarkets
With 100% guaranteed ‘eyes on’ potential for advertising messages, our essentialShield
Promoter sanitiser stations, not only look great and encourage safer, cleaner shopper processing
but can also double up as a marketing billboard. With the ability to upload high-impact advertising
messages to the high-quality HD monitor, the machine can be self-funding or act as a welcome
profit generator. Machines can also be completely branded to your specific requirements and
managed remotely from one central hub.

Food Outlets
Where food is concerned hand hygiene is essential. Installing an essentialShield sanitiser station
inside or outside your processing plant, restaurant, kitchen, or canteen, not only informs your
customers that you take hygiene seriously but positioned with care can also have the added ability
to upload advertising messages or even ‘dish of the day’ and menu information. Branded to blend
in with your décor or corporate brand guidelines an essentialShield is great for your public image
and the improved hygiene safety you provide for your customers and staff.

Offices
Guaranteeing your staff are temperature checked and hand sanitised effectively, while reassuring
them that you are also effectively sanitising, and temperature checking visitors. Safe entrance can
be made a whole lot easier by installing an essentialShield sanitising station with Thermoscan
technology. Some of our machines have the capability to link with door access, allowing entry for
visitors that have passed your hygiene and safety protocols. Visitor information can, if necessary, be
verified by a receptionist or operator. Better hand hygiene has proven to dramatically reduce the
spread of hand-touch pathogens, viruses and bacteria which are the primary cause of sickness days
for staff.
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Public Buildings
Placing an essentialShield sanitiser with Thermoscan technology at the entrance of any medium

to high footfall public building, can not only sanitise and temperature check visitors efficiently
but also helps to reassure them that the organisation they are visiting is ahead of the game when
it comes to safeguarding them and all the people they might interact with while visiting. Public
buildings including town halls, galleries, libraries, and any other environment that may require
hygiene or health check protocols for staff and visitor entry, can re-deploy personnel to other
duties by utilising the turn style and door access entry features that are built-in to some of our
essentialShield models. Entrance criteria can be programmed directly into multiple or single
machines ‘via’ the operators dedicated online dashboard.

Sporting Venues
Effectively hand sanitising and temperature checking hundreds of fans* quickly, efficiently,
and safely is made simple and ‘hassle free’ by installing any one of our essentialShield sanitiser
stations. Branded in your teams’ colours or by a sponsor and conveniently placed by turnstiles
and toilets, or food and beverage areas ensures hand hygiene is kept at an optimum level for
all your staff and visiting fans alike. Branding your stations can make them an integral part of
your venue or stadiums environment, with the ability to upload advertising messages on* which
can generate additional revenue, display important safety or visitor information messages.
*On selected models

Warehouses and Manufacturing
The essentialShield Robust has been purposely designed to efficiently hand sanitise, and
temperature check larger footfall and shift work operation environments. Warehouse fulfilment
centres or industrial manufacturing operations who can only function effectively when
shift workers are clocked in quickly and ‘hassle free’ can benefit tremendously by installing
essentialShield Robust sanitiser stations at entry and exit points, canteens, and toilets located
strategically around their buildings. Processing up to 25 users a minute with a dispensing capacity
of 30,000 per 25lr of solution the essentialShield Robust lowers the transfer of common handtouch pathogens helping to reduce widespread illness and sickness among staff.

Shopping Centres
Shopping centres are a focal point for visitors to browse and socialise. Ensuring customers feel

safe and confident to visit your centre, is key to getting them back to shopping and using the
facilities regularly. The ability to sanitise their hands ‘hassle free’ is at the top of most facilities or
health and safety managers priorities. Our range of essentialShield sanitising stations not only
tick ‘the ease of use’ and non-touch box requirements but also proccess large amounts of footfall
traffic quickly and efficiently. Our essentialShield Promoter will also be of interest to marketing
facilitators who can utilise the in-built HD monitor to generate extra advertising revenue. Centres
can actively sell guaranteed ‘eyes on’ advertising messages to brands and organisations, turning
their sanitiser stations into self-funding or potentially profit-making assets. Our essentialShield
Promoter can be operated remotely and uploaded from any where with a Wi-Fi connection. The
machine itself can be branded with a sponsor name and colours adding other revenue generating
opportunities.
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Entertainment
From cinemas to theatres and playhouses to outside concerts or stadiums. Our range of
essentialShield sanitiser stations are smart, efficient, and come with a variety of in-built features
that can be tailored to your venue’s specific requirements. All our sanitiser stations benefit
from a revolutionary 360-degree hand coverage twin jet dispense system and can be equipped
with temperature check, automatic turnstile or door access control, an advertising monitor and
even face recognition. Our machines require minimum maintenance and even alert you when
sanitiser solution is running low and includes the capability to manage multiple machines from
one central hub, that can be located off site with Wi-Fi connection*. Future proofing your venue
from hand transmitted pathogens with style and confidence is simple, just install any one of our
essentialShield range of sanitiser stations to suit your specific requirements.
*On selected models

Healthcare
Whether you are a medical centre, doctors’ surgery, hospice, pharmacy, private hospital or dental
practice, hand hygiene is the number one priority for all medical practitioners, staff and of course
patients. Our essentialShield range of sanitiser stations are designed to give you the flexibility to
sanitise, temperature check and even generate revenue from supplier or brand advertisers. Our
unique twin jet dosing system gives 360-degree hand hygiene protection and has a alcohol-free
sanitiser solution alternative to be utilised when alcohol-based solutions are not appropriate.
We have various machine options for building entrance points and smaller machine options for
internal or confined spaces, more suited for occasional low foot traffic use.

Travel
The large amounts of people that naturally congregate in close proximity while waiting to travel,
such as departure lounges, train stations, bus depots or airports is unavoidable. By placing
attractive and well sign posted non-touch essentialShield sanitiser stations at key focal points,
while commuters and travellers wait to embark or commence their journey, will reassure, and help
them from unknowingly spreading hand transmitted pathogens. essentialShield sanitiser stations
can be filled with alcohol-free sanitiser solution, reducing fire hazards and cultural objections
to using alcohol-based sanitiser solution. Travel information and even third-party advertising
endorsements can easily be uploaded ‘via’ a centrally controlled hub to the essentialShield
Promoter stations, creating additional revenue options.
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Comparison Sheet

essentialShield Mini

essentialShield Midi

essentialShield Promoter

essentialShield Robust

Range Overview
Automatic, touch-free dispensing is enhanced by our unique ‘soft dose’ twin jet 360-degree delivery system. This
is not a standard dosing system placed within a redesigned casing but a revolutionary sanitising system unlike any
currently available. Reducing wastage, eliminating splashing, and fitted with user-friendly common-sense features
that keep you in constant control, our range of sanitising stations do not rely on disposable pouches, cartridges,
or constant monitoring. They offer an average dosage capacity of between 15,750 and 131,250 doses before
a refill (dependant on machine type). With models to suit most buildings or business requirements, from small
independent cafes to international airports and shopping centres, we have designed our range to seamlessly fit
into any environment.

Capacity

Mini

Midi

Promoter

Robust

3 lr

10 lr

20 lr

25 lr

Touch-free delivery
Rechargeable battery operated
Colour screen
Thermoscan and mask recognition
Internet connection
Low-level and error notifications
Remote dosing adjustment
Built-in speakers
Upload media ‘via’ USB or Wi-Fi
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essentialShield Mini
The aesthetically designed slender essentialShield Mini benefits from our unique twin jet dosing
technology and is ideal for confined area positioning. It comes in both mains power and
rechargeable battery operated (spare battery and charger provided) options.
The essentialShield Mini is designed specifically for lower foot traffic environments that still
require a high level of hand hygiene sanitisation such as salons, banks, gyms, hotel floors, offices,
canteens, restaurants and many more.

Features
• 3-litre capacity, 15,750 dispenses.
• Rechargeable battery powered plus
spare and charger.
• Touchless dosing system.
• Recommended for small footfall
locations.
• Lockable solution storage.
• Coated with antimicrobial powder.
• Two-year warranty.
• Refill alert indicator.
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essentialShield Midi
The smart, engaging, and well-proportioned essentialShield Midi has a larger solution storage capability than the essentialShield Mini which can typically deploy over 52,500 dispenses per 10lr.
With a more streamlined appearance than the essentialShield Robust it sits perfectly in larger
footfall areas such as multi-occupied office entrances and floors, hotels, restaurants, theatres,
sports centres, cinemas, and many other locations.
The essentialShield Midi provides a clean and attractive alternative to standard sanitiser stations
that can sometimes look unappealing and therefore not used. With larger dispense capability and
efficient deployment of solution, wastage and the cost of solution can be dramatically reduced
over a period of time.

Features
• 10-litre capacity, 52,500 dispenses.
• Information regarding usage and
sanitiser product levels data readily
available from anywhere ‘via’ consumer
personal dashboard.
• Touchless dosing system.
• Recommended for small footfall
locations.
• Lockable solution storage.
• Coated with antimicrobial powder.
• Refill alert indicator.
• Two-year warranty.
• Thermoscan technology as
an upgrade option.
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essentialShield with Thermoscan
Employing the latest mask recognition and temperature checking technology, the brilliantly engineered
essentialShield Midi and essentialShield Robust with Thermoscan technology can be connected to doors
or turnstiles, enabling controlled access admission to a building or outdoor function. It automatically ensures that users always comply with your sanitisation or temperature check protocol.

Depending on your specific regulations, the
operator has a choice of four criteria’s for
granting entry:
1. Temperature is OK, or mask is worn
correctly.
2. Temperature is OK, and mask is worn
correctly.
3. Hands have been sanitised.
4. No conditions

Features
• Maximum tank capacity of 10 or 25
Litres dispenses more than 52,500 to
131,250 doses on average.
• Information regarding usage and
sanitiser product levels data readily
available from anywhere ‘via’ consumer
personal dashboard.
• Thermoscan and mask recognition
system.
• Processes up to 25 users a minute.
• Recommended for large footfall
locations.
• Lockable solution storage.
• Coated with antimicrobial powder.
• Multi-machine centrally operated from
a single hub.
• Two-year warranty.
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essentialShield Promoter
The strikingly desirable and well-proportioned essentialShield Promoter features a high-quality
HD 22” screen that can be accessed remotely by an operator who can instantly upload promotional
advertising, internal messaging and/or company information with just a few clicks. The
operator’s personal online dashboard displays each sanitising station’s status regarding
solution levels information, maintenance alerts and has simple instructions on how to upload
media messaging.
Designed for high footfall locations or image conscious front of house environments, the
essentialShield Promoter is perfect for entrance points where advertising messages can be fully
exploited and impactful, such as, shopping malls, supermarkets, large office buildings, airports,
public transport stations, entertainment venues, night clubs, sports stadiums, and concert halls.
The possible installation of the essentialShield Promoter is almost endless and can improve hand
hygiene and confidence in every setting and environment.

Features
• 25-litre capacity, 131,250 doses.
• Information regarding usage and
sanitiser product levels data readily
available from anywhere ‘via’ consumer
personal dashboard.
• Promotional marketing opportunities
which can also be exploited to generate
advertising income from third party
endorsements.
• Processes up to 25 users a minute.
• Recommended for large footfall
locations.
• Lockable solution storage.
• Refill alert indicator.
• Coated with antimicrobial powder.
• Multi-machine centrally operated from
a single hub.
• Two-year warranty.
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essentialShield Robust
The essentialShield Robust is designed for more industrious, manufacturing, warehousing or
outdoor
environments. This sturdy machine benefits from higher-grade stainless-steel casing which
provides extra protection against accidental knocks and bumps. The essentialShield Robust is
perfect for outdoors and can be equipped with a transportation kit which allows for easy movement and placement of the station. It can also be upgraded to include a temperature check and face
recognition monitor which can even be programmed to authorise access for turnstiles or
doors. The essentialShield Robust has a 131,250 doses capacity and can sanitise up to 25 users
per minute.
Depending on your specific regulations, the
operator has a choice of four criteria’s for
granting entry:
1. Temperature is OK, or mask is worn
correctly.
2. Temperature is OK, and mask is worn
correctly.
3. Hands have been sanitised.
4. No conditions

Features
• 25-litre capacity, 131,250 dispenses.
• Efficient processing of up to 25
users a minute.
• Recommended for large footfall
locations.
• Suitable for outdoor usage.
• Thermoscan technology as an
upgrade option.
• Face recognition as an upgrade option.
• Door access link available as an
upgrade option.
• Refill alert indicator.
• Lockable solution storage.
• Coated with antimicrobial powder.
• Multi-machine centrally operated
from a single hub.
• Two-year warranty.
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eServe – After Care Services
Our dedicated eServe maintenance packages gives you the option to take out a low cost ‘no
hassle’ annual maintenance contract, for either a single machine or multiple machines. Tailored
to your specific needs, a typical annual contract includes a full service with labour and parts*,
which is automatically registered at purchase, ensuring your sanitiser stations work to their
full optimum all year round with no need to contact us unless there is a fault. Serviced by one
of our qualified and experienced nationwide engineers, we will service, clean working parts
and re-calibrate your station, keeping sanitiser solution costs to a minimum, while
maximising efficiency.
*Refer to Terms and Conditions

For more information, please ask our friendly customer services on: 01924 939441
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Essential Hygiene Heritage
Essential Hygiene is a subsidiary and forms part of Essential Healthcare Solutions Ltd. Experts
in the design and build of ‘state of the art’ decontamination services, our high performing patient
support surface’s, and sanitisation products have been proven to outperform alternative products
in the most demanding of clinical environments.

Essential Healthcare Solutions Ltd has provided equipment and services to the NHS for over
10 years and has evolved to become one of the UK’s premier innovators of decontamination
services, the supply of specialist support surface products, sanitisation equipment and products.
We carefully select all our supply and manufacturing partners, making sure they share the same
commitment, passion, forward-thinking and common-sense approach to achieving the high
standards and demands we put upon ourselves.

We are proud to consistently deliver ‘best in class’ products and services to over 40 NHS
Trusts that cover the length and breadth of the country. Essential Healthcare Solutions Ltd is
fast becoming the number one authority in patient care, support surface fulfilment, sanitisation
products and after care services.
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Contact Information
Essential Healthcare Solutions (UK) Ltd
Essential Enterprise Village
Fieldhead Lane
Birstall
West Yorkshire
WF17 9BN
T: 01924 939441
ask@essential-hygiene.uk

Essential Hygiene, its product range and
services is a subsidiary and forms part of
Essential Healthcare Solutions Ltd.
Essential Healthcare Solutions Ltd is a
renowned supplier of high-quality
specialist medical equipment and products.
It also provides ‘state of the art’ sanitisation
and decontamination services for over 40
NHS Trusts located throughout the UK.

www.essential-hygiene.com
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